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Never squirt Clear Care directly
into your eyes.

Because the solution needs time to
neutralize, never remove lenses frolll
case until at least 6 hours later.

Never rinse lenses with Clear
Care prior to inserting lenses
into your eyes. If you want to rinse
lenses, use a sterile saline solution.

Never use with a flat lens case.
Clear Care must be used with the
special lens case provided.

Keep your soft contact lenses clean and keep
them comfortable from the start till the end of

the day with Clear Care-clinically proven
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IMPORTANT TIPS:
Making the switch from a multi-purpose solution to
Clear Care" is easy. Just remember a few important tips.

.When used as directed. "Practitioner instructions may differ. See package inserl for complete instructions.
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Place lenses in basket holder and rinse
with Clear Care@for 5 seconds.
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Fill case to "fill line" with Clear Care.

Just follow these 3 simple steps:"

Store lenses in case 6 hours or overnight.
DO NOT REMOVE BEFORE 6 HOURS.

3.S0AK

2.FILL



Exceptional cleaning action of hydrogen
peroxide cleans and disinfects lenses like
no multi-purpose solution can.

With its bubbling action, you can
actually see it working!

3. REMOVES PROTEIN
The unique formula of Clear Care bubbles

to enhance surface protein removal.

Powerful triple-action

2.CLEANS
A built-in surface cleaner breaks down and
lifts away debris and protein deposits.

1.DISINFECTS
Hydrogen peroxide penetrates the lens and kills germs
and bacteria for strong disinfection and deep cleaning.
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No MPS preservatives-gentle on the eyes

After a six-hour soak in the unique
Clear Care lens case, it leaves behind
a gentle saline solution.

Clear Care deep cleans contact lenses
overnight with no added MPS preservatives
to irritate eyes.
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What will
you do with your
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Add an extra hour of

contact lens comfort to

your day with Clear Care~'

comfortable wearing time compared

is clinically proven #1 in comfort:,3

enjoyed, on average, one extra hour of

to OPTI-FREE@RepleniSH~l In fact, Clear Care

In a recent study, people using Clear Care
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